
Тест по английскому языку  
Is it easy to live apart from the family?  

9 класс 
 

Variant 1 
A1. Match the words on the left and the endings on the right. 

1) class 
2) understand 
3) impress 
4) relation 

а. -ing 
b. -mate 
с. -ion 
d. -sllip 

А2. Choose the appropriate word. 
Susan decided to become а … . 
1) novel 
2) novella 
3) novelist 
4) novelette 

А3. Choose the correct words to make the tag question. 
Не wore his new suit yesterday, … ? 
1) doesn’t he 
2) hadn’t he 
3) didn’t he 
4) isn’t he 

А4. Choose the correct form of the verb. 
Sam … to talk to anyone and went straight to his room 
1) wanted 
2) hadn’t wants 
3) doesn’t want 
4) didn’t want 

 
B1. Put in the appropriate prepositions if it is necessary. 

1) to calm 
2) to feel 
3) to get 
4) to stick 

 
C1. Imagine that you are а host of а TV programme. Ask your guest about llis job, family and 
hobby. Write three questions to the guest. 
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Variant 2 
A1. Match the words on the left and on the right. 

1) to give 
2) to feel 
3) to look 
4) to avoid 

а. quarrels 
b. advice 
c. upset 
d. smart 

А2. Choose the appropriate word. 
There was а … park close to their house. 
1) wonder 
2) wonderland 
3) wonderment 
4) wonderful 

А3. Choose the correct words to make the tag question. 
His elder sister has been living in Spain since childhood, … ? 
1) hasn’t she 
2) isn’t she 
3) didn’t she 
4) liadn’t she 

А4. Choose the correct form of the verb. 
The problem was that the day before yesterday Stacy had got а poor mark at school. She 

… get ready for her Chemistry test. 
1) wouldn’t be able 
2) can’t 
3) couldn’t 
4) won’t be able 

 
В1. Put in the appropriate prepositions if it is necessary. 

1) to quarrel 
2) interested 
3) ashamed 
4) to share 

 
C1. Imagine that you аre а first-year student at University. Ask your teacher about the subject, 
laboratory work and test. Write three questions to the teacher. 
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1 вариант 
A1. 1b 2a 3c 4d 
A2-3 
A3-3 
A4-4 
B1. 
1) down 
2) like 
3) along 
4) up 

2 вариант 
A1. 1b 2c 3d 4a 
A2-4 
A3-1 
A4-3 
B1. 
1) with 
2) in 
3) of 
4) with 

 


